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Greetings to all members of The Company of the Green Man! This is the twelfth edition of The Company of the Green Man e-
newsletter. My apologies for the delay in publishing this edition, I had hoped to complete it in early June, but life, the universe and
everything conspired to make that an impossibility. Rather than publish a half hearted edition I decided to hold back until I had the
time to include as many articles, sightings and pictures as possible. I hope that the delay is justified by the wonderful contributions
included in this bumper twenty eight page edition. In future I intend to step away from the rigid June and December timeframes
for publishing each e-newsletter and instead will endeavour to produce a more relaxed and achievable Summer and Winter e-
newsletter each year. Cut off dates for contributions will now be 1st July and 1st December but as always late arrivals will always be
welcomed and accommodated where possible.

This year has seen some big changes to the way we communicate with our members. Virgin Media decided to cease supply of
basic broadband to thousands of loyal customers with minimal notice, no consultation and a horrendous lack of communication
(ironic for a communications company). Unfortunately this means that both our website and e-mail address will be “deleted” at
some unspecified point during 2015. As a result we now have a new e-mail address thecompanyofthegreenman@gmail.com and I
have redirected www.thecompanyofthegreeenman.co.uk to our blog.

The transition from the website to the blog is still a work in progress but I am hopeful that it will be completed by early 2016. Most
pages have already been moved and I am taking the opportunity to update and expand all the information that was available on
the website as I work through it making this a positive transition rather than the half panicked pain in the backside it could have
been. The biggest job will be converting the entire online gazetteer to a fully downloadable pdf document, something that I will try
to complete during the long winter nights of 2015/16. I had hoped to convert the gazetteer as it is onto our blog pages, but to do
so would not only take up an awful lot of our allocated space, it would also be extremely difficult to navigate (as was the website
version). Limitations with our website have always made the gazetteer extremely clunky. I’m hopeful that the downloadable
gazetteer will be a real step forward. It should be possible for green man hunters to download a copy to their phone or tablet prior
to heading out so that it is always available offline. Alternatively those of us who still have a foot in the last century can print a
copy (on recycled paper please) and take it with them to peruse and annotate at their leisure. A draft version of the gazetteer can
be downloaded now via the members area of the blog.

My thanks to Jennie Miller and Gary Truss for allowing me to share more wonderful photographs from their collection. Jenny and
Gary’s photographs feature strongly in our Flickr archive and they have verified and added many green men to our gazetteer over
the years. I’m extremely grateful for the contributions they have made and I always look forward to studying the photographs that
they send in. The detail they capture is breath-taking and puts my own amateur photography to shame. I’m grateful to everyone
who has contributed to this edition, without you all The Company of the Green Man wouldn’t exist.

The first batch of our fantastic Company of the Green Man members leather badge sold out extremely quickly. A second batch has
now arrived so if you haven't got yours yet make sure that you head to www.thecompanyofthegreenman.co.uk and click on the
“members badge” tab at the top of the page.

The Newsletter Archive has also proved very popular, the archive contains downloadable copies of all the archived e-newsletters
produced since November 2009 as well as pdf copies of the original 27 Company of the Green Man Newsletters that were produced
by Ronald Miller over a seven year period between September 1998 and September 2005. For details of how to get access to the
archive head over to the blog and click on the “how to access the newsletter archive” tab at the top of the page.

My thanks to all those members who have made a donation this year, I hope to keep membership free for as long as I can but if
you have been a member for over a year and enjoy your membership please do consider making a donation of £10 via the
members area where you downloaded this e-newsletter.

The next e-newsletter will be published in Winter 2015. Any and all contributions as always will be very gratefully received.

Chris Walton

thecompanyofthegreenman@gmail.com



I have great pleasure in confirming that at least Fifteen Jacks went out this year in the UK, they were:

Rochester Sweeps (Blue Bell Hill)

Whitstable (Oyster Morris)

Whitstable (Dead Horse Morris) 

Deptford (Fowlers Troop) 

Bristol

Winchcombe

Knutsford

Cheltenham Sweeps

Hastings

Guildford

Highworth

Oxford

Brentham

Chagford

Bovey Tracey / Grimspound Morris

Sadly the Ilfracombe Jack did not go out this year and there were no reported sightings of the Tunbridge Wells Jack (last seen 2012),
the City of London Jack (last seen in Hastings in 2012), the High Wycombe Jack (no sightings since 2012) or the Lands End Jack-in
the-Green (last sighted 2013). The Yaxley Jack now goes out every two years so will be out again in 2016.

Jack’s-in-the-Green 2015

Bluebell Hill / Rochester Sweeps Jack-in-the-Green at dawn on May 1st 2015 surrounded by twelve bonfires © Ian McLauchlan



Bovey Tracey / Grimspound Morris Jack-in-the-Green

© Martyn Warren/Grimspound Morris

Fowlers Troop Jack-in-the-Green © Paul Holman  Hastings Traditional Jack-in-the Green © Rose Blakeley  

Cheltenham Sweeps  Jack-in-the Green © Mike Bottomley  

Brentham Jack-in-the-Green © Sarah Crofts

Highworth Jack-in-the-Green © Chris Walton



Virginia Lee’s wonderful Chagford Jack-in-the-Green poster

© Virginia Lee

Chagford Jack-in-the-Green © Ruth Olley

Bristol Jack-in-the-Green © Chris Walton

My thanks to everyone who reported sightings and sent in pictures of
this years Jacks for our archive. If anyone has a picture of any of the
following 2015 Jacks I would be extremely grateful if you would
allow us to add a copy to our online photographic archive on Flickr:
Whitstable (Oyster Morris), Whitstable (Dead Horse Morris),
Winchcombe, Knutsford, Guildford, Oxford.

I hope to be able to add a picture to the public archive of every Jack
that goes out every year. If anyone has pictures of any historical
Jacks please check our Flickr archive and get in touch if you have
one that we still need.

My thanks to the “Bang to Rite Drummers” and all involved with the
Highworth Jack for their hospitality and for letting me follow along
with them on 2nd May. I managed to get some great pictures and it
was wonderful to finally meet The Highworth Jack-in-the-Green.

Thanks again to all involved with the Bristol Jack, an unexpected
change of route almost led me to miss the event altogether but my
final sprint up Horfield Common was rewarded with some wonderful
pictures of The Bristol Jack-in-the-Green moments before he was
slain to release the spirit of Summer.

I often receive requests from groups or individuals hoping to revive
or start their own Jack-in-the-Green. I’m always happy to offer
advice with regards to the traditions and the look of the Jack
historically but I always get stumped when it comes to one question.
What is the best way to build a Jack? If any of the current annual
Jack in the Green builders out there could help by giving their advice
on the process behind the building of their own Jack please do get in
touch. I would like to produce a small article and perhaps a “how to”
document that can be given out to anyone wanting to build their
own Jack.

You can contact me at: thecompanyofthegreenman@gmail.com



The Story so Far - Beginnings

Back in the winter of 2011 we were lucky to attend an orchard wassail at a farm near May Hill Gloucestershire on a freezing, snow bound
evening. This was a fine event made more magical by the wintry wonderland reflecting the flames of the torches and bonfires and not at all
hindered by the traditional cider made on the farm. This led us to recreating the wassail in our suburban garden on similar lines with our
one apple tree serving as the orchard. Although we and our friends had a lot of fun with this what we really wanted was to find something
that related to our own town and was truly an old custom that could be revived. Internet searches quickly led to the Chimney Sweeps of
Cheltenham and their May Day Jack in the Green.

Cheltenham Sweeps Jack-in-the-Green 
An attempt to revive a forgotten tradition

By Mike Bottomley & Phil Collins

Research

The first thing we came across was this brilliant photograph, And subsequently the referenced accompanying article by W H Rouse
from Folk-Lore Volume 4 1893.

This gives a very detailed account of the performance costumes and dance routine.

We then quickly came across the Alfred Noyes poem “The Chimney-Sweeps of Cheltenham”. This is obviously based on the same
event but with a more romantic view with a story to tell of children stolen away to work climbing chimneys. In the poem these
children are enjoying their only outing of the year on May Day.

We can find no record tying Noyes to Cheltenham and given the very similar descriptions it is our belief at the moment that he wrote
his poem based on the Rouse essay.

The only other 1st hand original record we have found to date is in a set of diaries of Victorian Headmaster William Swift housed at
Gloucestershire archive. On 1st May 1878 he records “Town very lively – a group of sweeps performing outside the Royal”



Surely this is a sighting of the same display as that described by Rouse but 15 years earlier. We are continuing further research to see if we
can find further references to this ceremony hoping we can expand this date range and try to at least find when & why the tradition died
out (WW1 like many others?)

Nevertheless we now had a proven annual folk tradition taking place in our town and not the country which is the norm for Gloucestershire.
So what to do next?

Sudeley Castle

It was at this point that we became aware that Sudeley Castle at nearby Winchcombe were holding a family May Day Celebration and that
the local Morris Group Happenstance were due to perform there. Even better Happenstance already had their own Jack based on a record
in the memoirs of the Victorian chatelaine of Sudeley.

We thought that this gave us the ideal opportunity to try launch our Cheltenham Jack into the world. We approached the Castle who were
keen to include us and Happenstance readily agreed that our Cheltenham Jack could come and join his nearby cousin.

Based on our research costumes were made, the Jack was constructed, Happenstance recreated the dances and an ancient Cheltenham
cake recipe dug out and made to offer to the public in exchange for pennies. Local folk songwriter Martin Graebe kindly allowed us to adapt
his Jack in the Green song for the occasion. A ceremony and running order sorted, Jack dressed in all his finery (eldest son cajoled into
volunteering to be the engine) we set off to Sudeley with the weather thankfully set fair.

The Performance 4th May 2014

A good crowd with many youngsters saw the 1st appearance of the Cheltenham Sweeps and their Jack in the Green Jack for probably over
100 years. We started with a brief introduction to May Day ceremonies and Jack in the Green in particular then arming the children with
drums bells and whistles we woke the Jack. Accompanied by Happenstance’s excellent musicians we sang Jack’s song, danced the sweeps
dance and handed out our Cheltenham cake. We repeated the ceremony in the afternoon and both times received great feedback from
adults and children in the audience.

Our Cheltenham Jack and the Winchcombe Jack had the chance to get to know each other

Where Next

The Cheltenham Jack went out successfully again at Sudely Castle this year but more importantly we are trying to work out the
permissions, logistics and costs to enable us to bring Jack and the sweeps back to process the actual streets of Cheltenham where he truly
belongs.





Coming to the end of my internship here at Leeds Museum Discovery Centre I was asked to think about an object from the Ernestine Henry
Collection which had impacted on me in some way. The item that first came to mind was a nineteenth century theatre poster for the play ‘Jack
in the Green’ (see image left). Dr. Sidney Henry, the original collector of the archive had a fascination with everything relating to chimney
sweeps and I feel this object best sums up some of the folklore relating to them.

Printed in London, this brightly coloured poster clearly shows the May Day celebrations in their full glory, something which is core to the play's
storyline. The play focuses on Bob Bryanstone, a 22 year old foundling who was raised by Mr. Brown, a kindly chimney sweep. As the May
Day celebrations draw closer, Bob refuses any part in it except that of Jack in the Green as for this part he can be incognito. This is because
Bob is convinced, not knowing his real parents, that he is actually a lost nobleman and he does not wish to ruin his reputation by being seen
celebrating the first of May.

We then meet Mr. Durham, a gentleman who was saved from a frozen pond by Bob a year or so ago. Determined to rid his friend of these
notions he sets about a plan to show Bob to be happy with his lot. After pretending to have found Bob's real father, the Earl of Eaglesdown,
Mr. Durham sets about training Bob in the correct etiquette befitting his new status. After being chastised for his fashion in clothes, the
manner in which he eats, the games he plays and the songs he sings, Bob starts to feel very disheartened and heads home. Here he decided
that he wants nothing to do with a father who would not love him for the way he is when Mr. Durham enters with news. In the hope of
drawing his clever plan to an end, Mr. Durham exclaims that another has been found to be the heir of the Eaglesdown name. Seeing Bob’s
excitement at this news he exclaims “Be content with your station in life, whatever it may be; make the most of the little you have and never
envy those who have more: think kindly of those below you – for a warm heart and good intentions may be found in a ‘Jack in the Green’.”
Ending a play with a moral was popular during this period, as was the use of chimney sweeps in the plays and dramas.

The Jack in the Green became strongly associated with the chimney sweep profession but it was not always so. The tradition dates from the
16th and 17th centuries when people would create garlands of flowers and greenery to wear during the May Day celebrations. Competition
between different working guilds meant that over the years they became larger and more elaborate until they covered the entire man. This is
why they became known as Jack in the Green. No one is exactly sure why they became best associated with sweeps rather than the other
guilds.

Accompanying the Jack in the Green would be the Lord and Lady (most often played by two men in costume) and later a clown was added to
the procession. The Lord and Lady often played tricks on those watching whilst the clown's job was to walk on his hands and dance around at
the front of the procession. It has been suggested that the dancing performed by the sweeps was the precursor to modern Morris dancing.
The purpose of these celebrations was to collect alms and generally have a good party, one which would often last for four days.

Popularity for this kind of event waned during the Victorian period as public displays of drunkenness and bawdry behaviour was frowned upon.
It would instead be replaced by the young, pretty May Queen and a more tranquil procession.

However, in recent years there has been a revival in the figure of Jack in the Green. He can regularly be seen during May Day festivals in
London, Bristol, Hastings, Oxford, Whitstable, Rochester and Llfrancombe in North Devon. The modern take on this tradition varies slightly.
More associated with ‘the green man’, spring, rebirth and renewal than the traditional whimsy character played by sweeps. For example, in
Rochester the Jack in the Green is awoken by sweeps and Morris dancers before being paraded through the town, to show his awakening
symbolises the waking up of plants and animals after winter. Again, in Bristol the Jack in the Green leads the procession through the streets
before ending the day on Horfield Common where he is ripped apart by onlookers to ‘release the spirit of summer.’ Although we have chosen
to revive an old and lost tradition by altering it to fit with an alternative modern outlook we can hopefully ensure that it will not be lost again.

Author: Lucy Lilliman, Social History intern, 2013

I’m very grateful to Lucy Lilliman for allowing me to reproduce this article. Lucy wrote it during an internship she undertook at Leeds Museums
and Galleries. Lucy was working with the Dr. Moore collection. Dr Moore collected anything related to chimney sweeps so the Jack in the
Green appears throughout the archive. I’m also extremely grateful to Kitty Ross, Curator of Leeds History/Social History at Leeds Museums
and Galleries for allowing me to reproduce the article and for arranging permission to reproduce the poster of Warwick Williams Quadrilles
from Bridgeman Art Library .

Kitty also sent me details of the collection which includes many documents and images relating to the Jack-in-the-Green. When time allows
I’m hoping to go to Leeds to see the collection for myself.

http://www.leeds.gov.uk/museumsandgalleries

Jack in the Green – a chimney sweep’s tale
By Lucy Lilliman



Fowlers Troop and the Deptford Jack in the Green made

their usual May Day appearance in Deptford and

Greenwich. This was on 1st May – we have always gone

out on that day rather than the bank holiday weekend.

Two things were new this year. One was the Jack in

the Green frame. After 30 years’ service the previous

frame was in a state of collapse and so we

commissioned Ian Marshall, a “creative maker of

exciting innovative metalwork”

http://www.marshalli.co.uk/

to build us a new frame. This he did and it was most

successful; it will probably be his first and only

commission of this kind but if anyone needs a new Jack

in the Green frame, I can thoroughly recommend his

work. Due to a slight miscalculation of the amount of

overlap between the crown and the body, the Deptford

Jack in the Green is now taller than ever!

The frame was financed by the estate of the late Doug

Adams, our much missed gaffer musician who died in

2012; see the obituary which appeared in e-Newsletter

7, of the Company of the Green Man in December 2012.

The other new feature this year was that our route went

over the new swing bridge

http://www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/news/article/422/ne

w_swing_bridge_for_deptford_creek_links_up_the_tham

es_path

over Deptford Creek. The new bridge, which opened in

January 2015, avoids the long diversion around the

Creek which people were forced to make when following

the Thames path. I am fairly sure that we were the first

Jack in the Green to cross this new bridge, just as we

were the first Jack in the Green to cross the Millennium

(“wobbly”) Bridge.

It was a wonderful sunny day and we attracted quite a

crowd in the central parts of Greenwich as well as

causing tremendous excitement amongst the pupils of

St Alfege with St Peter’s School whose playground we

passed at lunchtime.

More information about Fowlers Troop and the Deptford

Jack can be found on our web page:

http://www.deptford-jack.org.uk/

Fowlers Troop and the Deptford Jack in the Green Fowlers Troop and the Deptford Jack in the Green Fowlers Troop and the Deptford Jack in the Green Fowlers Troop and the Deptford Jack in the Green 
by Sarah Crofts



Mythago Morris are a side who perform in the Bedlam style. What sets us apart from other teams in this tradition is that we don't paint
our faces to disguise ourselves. Unusually we wear masks and are one of only two sides to do so (the other The Wild Hunt) both of
which were set up by the same person- standard ones when dancing but different ones when we perform one of our pre Christian myths.
They enable us to change character quickly from dance to dance as the story progresses and allows the audience to follow the action.
Certain tales suit certain times of year the best and at this juncture in the season The Greenman is apt.

Our performance tracks the emergence of the Green Man in the Spring, his exuberance and joy over the Summer, his death during the 
Autumn and then rebirth at the Winter Solstice."

MythagoMythagoMythagoMythago Morris Morris Morris Morris 
by Sarah Poole 

photographs by David Poole



Previously unrecorded Green Men on the Rood Screen of St John the Baptist Church, Lustleigh Devon. © Danny and Natasha Gates

Sightings

Previously unrecorded Green Men in the south transept at St Mary de Haura in Shoreham, Sussex © Sarah Poole



An incredible Green Man from the font at
St Nicholas, Ashill, Norfolk © Jenny
Miller & Gary Truss

Sightings

Both from Edinburgh Cathedral © Jenny Miller & Gary Truss

And one on the 15th century screen (restored in the 19th C) at St. James,
Hockwold-cum-Wilton, Norfolk © Jenny Miller & Gary Truss

Both from Glasgow Cathedral (St Mungos) © Jenny Miller & Gary Truss



Sightings

All from Carlisle Cathedral © Jenny Miller & Gary Truss



Sightings

All from Wakefield Cathedral © Jenny Miller & Gary Truss



Sightings

All from Halifax Minster © Jenny Miller & Gary Truss

Holy Trinity, Skipton, Yorkshire © Jenny Miller & Gary Truss St Peters, Bolton © Jenny Miller & Gary Truss



Sightings

All from Chester Cathedral © Jenny Miller & Gary Truss



All from York Minster © Jenny Miller & Gary Truss

Sightings



Previously unrecorded Green Men - Christ Church, Charnock Richard, Chorley Lancashire © Stephanie Runciman

Sightings

Urn on the gates of Old Pockerley Hall, Beamish Open air Museum

County Durham © Vanessa Piggott

All Hallows' Church at North Kelsey, Lincolnshire © Martyn Gaunt



A green man, a green skull and a green bat, all from
St Mary's, Bungay in Suffolk from when the south aisle
was reroofed after a fire. The church is also famous for
being where Black Shuck, the local Devil Dog that
Arthur Conan Doyle partly based the Hound of the
Baskervilles on, appeared in the 16th century.

© Ruth Kenyon

Sightings

St Andrews Church, Shepherds Well, Kent © Vanessa Piggott

St Andrews Church, Shepherds Well, Kent © Vanessa Piggott



Sightings

St Augustines, Ramsgate, Kent © Vanessa Piggott 

St Mary’s Patrixbourne Kent © Vanessa Piggott The Queens Head, Ramsgate Kent © Vanessa Piggott

Versailles, Paris, France © Vanessa Piggott

St Catherine’s Church, Hornfleur France 

© Vanessa Piggott



Sightings

St Thomas Church Market Rasen, Lincolnshire © Martyn Gaunt

This wonderful green beast was sent in by it’s proud owner Jeremy Shaw, Jeremy wrote “I think this is particularly interesting as we can
date it, and it is late. Zealy's House was built by a doctor, John Zealy, in 1733 and the head looks to have been installed in the facade at
that time. Zealy spent a lot on making his house stylish and followed the latest fashion of the time - the use of brick in this area then was
not the norm. Therefore for someone who was clearly a 'modern' doctor to adopt a very traditional theme with the green man I think is
particularly interesting. It did not happen by accident and I can only surmise it was a deliberate reference to health and fecundity. I am
aware of no other examples in secular buildings of such late date, prior to the gothic revival period, though would be glad to be
contradicted.” © Jeremy Shaw

St John the Baptist Church, Higher Ashton, Devon

© Danny & Natasha Gates

Walpole St Peter, Norfolk © Clive Hall
All Saints Hereford © Gordon Palmer



Sightings

Holy Trinity Church, Chantry, Somerset © David Rawlings

I finally had the chance to meet the wonderful Green Men of St Andrews Church, Samford Courtney, Devon this year.

© Chris Walton



David Risley sent us this picture of his latest
manifestation of the Greenman at the Lions part
Twelfth Night festival that took place on 4th Jan. For
this festival the Holly man, his winter guise, was
rowed up the Thames and landed at the Bankside
where much Wassailing ensued. The picture is by
Damian Frost.

My thanks to Albion James for sending me this wonderful
picture, you can see more of his work at:

http://albionart.wix.com/albionjames

Cuttings

Vincent Learoyd has had his
book 'The Laila Mythology'
published.

It's the story of a girl who
befriends a Green Man in
the otherworld of English
folklore and is available via
our Amazon shop at
http://astore.amazon.co.uk/
companyofthegreenman-21

A new edition of Ronald Johnson’s almost
unknown long poem “The Book of the
Green Man” has just been published by
Uniform Books. Johnson was an American
poet and cookery writer who walked
through England in 1962-63 and built an
interconnected series of season songs out
of what he saw and what he read. It is
available via our Amazon shop at
http://astore.amazon.co.uk/companyoftheg
reenman-21

Loïs Cordelia (artist in cut-paper) created this
wonderful scalpel paper cut entitled Gaze of the
Green Man you can see more of Loïs wonderful art at:
http://www.loiscordelia.com/



My thanks to Ian Evans for sending us these fantastic green men on the Parliament Buildings in Victoria BC Canada

The buildings were designed by 25 year old Francis Mawson Rattenbury who was a recent immigrant to Canada. The Parliament
buildings are in Victoria, Vancouver Island, they are of Neo Baroque Renaissance Revival style. They were built in the late 1890’s and
officially opened in 1898. Rattenbury won a design competition for the buildings shortly after arriving in Vancouver, BC; he later
designed the Empress Hotel in Victoria. Rattenbury was born in Leeds, England in 1867; he was murdered in 1935 by his second wife’s
lover in Bournemouth, England.

Canadian Green Canadian Green Canadian Green Canadian Green Men Men Men Men by Ian Evans





The origin of the New Town Hall of Freiburg (Neues Rathaus) is a double level house named "Zum Rechen" (to the Rake) built
between 1539 and 1545 by the physician Joachim Schiller von Herden. In 1595 the University obtained the neighbour House "zum
Phoenix" and decided by building a decorated house with a porch and a ridge turret to bind it to the "Rechen House". The place has
been used as University till 1774. After the revocation of the Jesuit order the University got a new buildings in the Gerold street. Only
medical and natural sciences remained in the Building until to be relocated in 1867. The building was called "Old University" or "Old
College". In 1901 after being owned over 300 years by the University, the town purchased it for 140 Goldmark and converted it into
"New Town Hall.“ In November 1944 the building miraculously escaped bombing by allied forces on the town . Nowadays the building
welcomes exhibitions and some theatre plays in the summer.

Freiburg Town Hall Freiburg Town Hall Freiburg Town Hall Freiburg Town Hall 
by Pierre Menard



The Company of the Green Man

(Founded 1998)

Ronald Millar wrote “The Green Man Companion and Gazetteer” in 1997 and in a note at the back of the book invited interested 
people to join The Company of the Green Man. And thus the Company Began. 

The Company of the Green Man gathers, archives and makes freely available information, images  and folklore about the green man 
and the traditional Jack in the Green. It supports current traditions that feature the green man and the Jack-in-the-Green worldwide. 
The Company also promotes artists and writers who feature the green man and the Jack-in-the-Green in their work and assists 
where possible the protection and preservation of architectural images of the green man and traditions involving the Jack-in-the-
Green. 

The Company of the Green Man maintains the largest and most accurate gazetteer of green men ever produced and is also creating 
a gazetteer of historical and current Jacks-in-the-Green. The Company of the Green Man provides a point of contact and discussion 
for all those fascinated by the enigmas that are the Green Man and the Jack-in-the-Green through a twice yearly members e-
newsletter and a regularly updated Blog. 

The annual events page lists all currently known events involving the traditional Jack-in-the-Green and the Green Man throughout
the world and is updated regularly.  There is also an online photographic Flickr archive.

Membership of The Company of the Green Man is completely free and is available worldwide. 

The next e-newsletter will be published in Winter 2015 please send any contributions to 

thecompanyofthegreenman@gmail.com

Jack in the green am I and master have I none 
and whilst there are trees upon this land the woods shall be my home 

To the seasons kings I bow my head as they do bow to me
for my faces are as many as the leaves upon a tree 

All text in this newsletter is copyright © Chris Walton  unless otherwise stated  in which case the copyright remains with the original contributor

All images in this newsletter are copyright © Chris Walton  unless otherwise stated  in which case the copyright remains with the original photographer

No text or images may be reproduced without the prior permission of the copyright holders 

Thanks to Rob Stephens for designing our fantastic logo. 


